INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Radiology reports represent the final outcome and the interface of a Radiology Department. Worldwide, referring physicians are becoming increasingly demanding in terms of their expectations of diagnostic accuracy, clarity, and timeliness of radiology reports.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] In working environments where general radiologists handle various subspecialty imaging, coping with the ever-increasing requirements can become a challenging undertaking.

Content and structure of radiology reports have been evaluated occasionally.\[[@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\] Various reporting standards have been developed to ensure accurate communication of the imaging findings and interpretation of the images to the clinician.\[[@ref6]\] The BI-RADS lexicon is among the most widely practiced and time-honored reporting guidelines worldwide.\[[@ref7]\] This lexicon has proven most beneficial in providing clarity and consistency and to ensure proper management of the patients. The purpose of this study is to determine the degree of adherence of academic radiologists in a university center in a non-English speaking society to the BI-RADS standards of reporting breast MRI.

In addition, we also subjectively assigned a scoring system to the evaluated reports for various structural and formal indicators including adherence to BI-RADS lexicon, mentioning the MRI protocol, as well as correlation made with clinical indication and additional imaging. We correlated the formal reporting scoring system thus designed with years of experience of the radiologist as well as the number of breast MRI studies interpreted yearly, and whether the radiologists were also involved in breast imaging in general or interpreted the images as MRI experts without additional involvement in breast imaging. The final objective was to evaluate the present degree of standardization of breast MRI reports and to evaluate the factors that favorably influence consistency of the reports.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

Our University Ethics Committee approved this retrospective blind study. We evaluated all available breast MRI reports during 24 months from January 2011 to December 2012, reported by six different radiologists. The reports were evaluated for adherence to BI-RADS lexicon, including using terms of mass rather than lesion or nodule, including descriptive characteristics including mass shape and margin, and also describing background enhancement.

Also, the reports were evaluated and scored for additional structural elements including mentioning the protocol, using the BI-RADS system for communicating the conclusion and for making relevant correlation with clinical and other imaging data. An overall score was assigned to each report by adding up one score for each of the above-mentioned items (maximal total score of 8).

Mann--Whitney U test was used to compare the formal scores and adherence to BI-RADS lexicon with breast imaging background, years of experience in MRI, years of experience in breast imaging, and the number of yearly interpreted breast MRIs for each reader.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare adherence to the various items of the formal scoring system, as well as the total score with reader background. *P* values less than 0.05 were considered significant. All statistical analyses were done using Software Package for Statistical Analysis (SPSS) version 11.5.

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

Computerized search produced a total of 74 breast MRI reports, dictated by six different readers, all general radiologists. Four out of the six readers, with 3--5 years of experience in interpreting MRI images and 9--11 years of experience as general radiologists, were also regularly involved in breast imaging (mean number of mammograms interpreted yearly = 3500). They were also involved in breast ultrasound with a mean of 500 breast ultrasounds performed yearly. The readers with breast imaging background reported 63.4% of the images.

The two other readers, with 7 and 8 years of experience in interpretation of MR images and 12 and 13 years experience as general radiologists, respectively, were not involved in any form of breast imaging other than MRI. They interpreted 36.6% of the studies \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].
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Overall percentage of adherence to BI-RADS lexicon among the studies was 39.4%; this percentage was 59.8% in readers with and 3.4% in readers without regular involvement in breast imaging. The formal scores were calculated by adding up one score for each of the following items: Mentioning the protocol, mentioning clinical indication and correlating with additional breast imaging, mentioning background enhancement, using BI-RADS lexicon terms, including mass rather than nonspecific terms (e.g., lesion or nodule), describing the outline and dynamic characteristics, and also using BI-RADS lexicon for final conclusion.

Mean total formal score among all readers was 3.79 ± 1.74. This score was 2.4 ± 1.02 in readers without breast imaging background and 4.63 ± 1.58 for the readers regularly involved in breast imaging (*P* = 0.000).

Most frequent indications for requesting the studies included known malignancy, to rule out multifocal disease, status post operation for ruling out possible recurrent tumor, and further evaluation of abnormal mammogram (39.2% of the studies).

No statistically significant correlation was found between the mean formal scores and years of MRI or academic experience (*P* = 0.057). In contrast, having a breast imaging background was significantly related to higher formal scores and BI-RADS lexicon utilization (*P* = 0.000). Various items of the scoring system were correlated with presence of breast imaging background. The results are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.
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DISCUSSION {#sec1-4}
==========

In this series, the degree of adherence to BI-RADS lexicon was far from perfect (38.9%). There have been inconsistencies in using the BI-RADS lexicon reported before;\[[@ref8]\] however, unlike Baker et al., who stressed inter-observer variability in interpretation, we found significant non-adherence to the lexicon. Also, other items recommended in ACR guidelines, including mentioning the protocol and clinical correlation, were suboptimally adhered to (29.7% and 45.9%, respectively).

Inadequacies in the quality of radiology reports have been reported before, with both structural and content flaws stressed in previous studies.\[[@ref3][@ref9]\] This has resulted in many attempts to further improve the quality and standardize radiology reporting systems.\[[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]\] In a study conducted in the Netherlands and Flanders, the authors evaluated abdominal CT scan reports for length and various structural and formal elements including technical information, describing the findings, and including a conclusion, recommendation, and also a note section. Unlike our study, this was an evaluation of abdominal CT scan reports, for which a formal reporting system similar to BI-RADS is not present. They assessed the length and structural completeness of the report and found statistically significant differences between countries and also between staff members and residents.\[[@ref8]\]

To our knowledge, no study has been conducted to evaluate the structure of radiology reports in this part of the world. We are basically a non-English speaking country with a tradition of English communication among the medical society in one imaging center. Readers participating in this study are general radiologists, all with additional MRI fellowship training. Like in many other countries, they receive no formal training in reporting, but pick up as much as possible with apprenticeship model during their own residency and fellowship training. Thus, they had similar qualifications overall, but different lengths of experience as academic radiologists. According to our findings, there was no correlation between years of academic experience or years of MRI experience with the formal and structural completeness of the reports or with adherence to the BI-RADS lexicon. The major reader characteristic correlating to the report quality was regular involvement in breast imaging, in general.

To select the items included in our scoring system, we used the ACR practice guideline for communication of diagnostic imaging findings (2010) as a basic template.\[[@ref6]\] Correspondingly, we scored technical description of the MRI procedure performed. For description of the findings, we included adherence to BI-RADS lexicon as four separate items including description of lesion shape and outline, inner enhancement, and dynamic characteristics. We also included clinical correlation as an independent item. Based on ACR practice guidelines, the reports should also be concluded with an impression section; corresponding to this item, we scored adherence to BI-RADS lexicon as a widely accepted standard.

Due to widely accepted standardization and guidelines, breast MRI reports were a convenient choice for evaluation of report quality. We also considered breast MRI reports a good representative of a situation in which subspecialty imaging has to be somehow tackled with general radiologists. To the best of our knowledge, no study has been performed to assess the degree of adherence to BI-RADS lexicon in countries where its utilization is not a legal requirement.

Limitations {#sec2-1}
-----------

Our study has a few significant limitations, however. We evaluated readers from one single academic center with reporting and communication tradition dissimilar to other centers in the country. We also did not evaluate the reports for diagnostic accuracy, which limits any conclusion on the overall quality of the reports. As far as we know, despite attempts to design quality assurance systems for radiology systems, there is no formal assessment of radiologist accuracy elsewhere either. We thus report on the structure and form of the reports, and not on the general quality.

CONCLUSION {#sec1-5}
==========

This study underscores the need for further standardization in countries like ours where it is not yet practiced widely. Based on our findings, it might be concluded that in the working environments where it is not feasible to limit privilege of breast MRI reporting to subspecialty-trained radiologists in the near future, having an additional breast imaging background can be an acceptable and practical prerequisite for interpreting breast MRIs. In our study, the readers involved in breast imaging, in general, described the lesion outline, inner enhancement characteristics, mentioned the MR protocol completely, and used the BI-RADS lexicon in their reports significantly more often \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\]. There was no significant difference in description of the dynamic enhancement characteristics of lesions between the two groups of radiologists with and without breast imaging background.
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